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Abstract
The groundswell of current developments in neuroscience prompts inquiry to, and address of the ways that research findings

from diverse (sub)disciplines, international laboratories and clinical trials are analyzed, compared, and ultimately used. But what of
the way(s) research evidence is measured and evaluated? Recently, there has been discussion - if not controversy - about the actual

value of statistical evaluations conducted at the level of p < 0.05. Thus, we posit that the adoption and use of a new threshold (e.g. p

< 0.005 - .001) need not invalidate prior research, but rather only indicates a change in current scientific epistemology and values

of the biomedical community, and thus should occasion more detailed inquiry into the methods of previous studies, as well as the
relative meaning(s) of their outcomes in light of the aims of ongoing international initiatives to develop ever more precise tools with
which to assess, affect, and treat the brain and its functions and disorders.
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Evidence and its Metrics
Much has been written about the importance of evidence in translating research to viable and valuable applications in clinical care; and

evidence-based practice has become de rigueur in neurology [1,2]. This may be ever more the case as the groundswell of current developments in neuroscience prompts inquiry to, and address of the ways that research findings from diverse (sub)disciplines, international

laboratories and clinical trials are analyzed, compared, and ultimately used [3,4]. But what of the way(s) research evidence is measured
and evaluated? [5]. Recently, there has been discussion - if not controversy - about the actual value of statistical evaluations conducted at

the level of p ≤ 0.05 [6]. While p-values provide an indication of statistical significance, they do not represent nor provide a comprehensive picture of the scientific or clinical importance, relevance, or meaningfulness of the treatment effect size, and/or the research at-large.

Therefore, we believe that the implication that p ≤ 0.05 is too ambiguous, and therefore of little value, necessitates further assessment
and address.

How stringent a P?
Regarding p ≤ 0.05 as establishing too ambiguous a threshold for statistical significance prompts inquiry about the validity, value

and ultimately regard for any/all studies conducted using statistical evaluations at this level. At face value, the implications of this seem
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pressing, but we posit that this may be questionable, at least to some extent. To be sure, most researchers consult a statistician, and in the
majority of cases, defined procedures are used to determine which p-value can and should be employed. So the renewed call for the use
of more stringent p-values, taken with extant - and perhaps newly instantiated - mathematical and statistical rules (viz. -that a p value

can be set lower than ≤ 0.05 when the data is being re-directed through multiple tests) will be considered by the statistical community as
a new norm [7]. A complete discussion of these mathematical and statistical literature pertinent to such protocols is beyond the scope of
this essay (for overview, see Greenland., et al. [8]).

Still, while p-values are of value to establish and explain statistical significance, the use of a p-value should not be the most important,

if not sole metric of results [6]. Here we may confront a conundrum: establishing statistical significance at p ≤ 0.05 may (now) be seen

as not sufficiently rigorous; yet the adoption of more stringent p-values (e.g. < 0.005; < 0.001) might result in important effects (and key
findings and/or technological developments) being overlooked.
Mitigating risk

Indeed, sound statistical analyses are but one element of the rigor essential to well-constructed research. Interpretation of scientific

results must also be based upon the relevance and/or ramifications of the findings; effect size; and differences in end points [4,7-9]. This
may be critical to studies of emerging techniques and technologies, in which sample size, study duration, and observable end points may

all be relatively constrained. This is not trivial. If we are to adopt a perspective that seeks to identify benefit(s) and assess and mitigate
risk(s) of new developments in brain science, then an important first step is to most accurately evaluate the capabilities, burdens and
constraints incurred by a given technique or technology on a variety of levels [10].

Conclusions

Given increasing interest in precision, and personalized medicine, and a rising tide of international initiatives in brain sciences, it may

be crucial at this point in time to both engage research on emerging developments and novel use of extant technologies, and to more

granularly examine how such research is conducted and its outcomes are analyzed [11,12]. In this light, we posit that the adoption and
use of a new threshold (e.g. p < 0.005 - .001) need not invalidate prior research, but rather only indicates a change in current scientific
epistemology and values of the biomedical community, and thus should occasion more detailed inquiry into the methods of previous stud-

ies, as well as the relative meaning(s) of their outcomes. Indeed, as consistent with a practical philosophy of science, it is axiomatic for the
field to remain self-observant, self-critical, and self-revising in both knowledge and method(s) [13]. As so often is the case in science: new
tools beget new theories, and new theories beget new tools [14,15].

The stated goals and dictates of robust international efforts in brain science (e.g. United States’ Brian Research through Advancing In-

novative Neurotechnologies - BRAIN - initiative; European Union Human Brain Project; Japan MIND/Brain Project; China Brain Project,

etc.) are to develop ever more precise tools with which to assess, affect, and treat the brain and its functions and disorders [16-19]. There-

fore, we believe - and argue - that there is an ethical imperative to be equally precise in the metrics and methods that are used to evaluate
and validate such research findings, developments and potential applications. Thus, a more capable and adaptable statistical toolkit may
be required, and it may be, as Weinberg has claimed, “time to rehabilitate the p-value” [20]. For as noted by psychologist Howard E. Gruber,
in his studies of scientific creativity, “…the power and beauty of science do not rest upon infallibility, which it has not, but on corrigibility,
without which it is nothing” [21]; and to quote H.G. Wolfe, sometimes “…fixity of purpose requires flexibility of method” [22].
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